
ESCO: Our success stories



ESCO is the European classification of occupations, skills, qualifications and 
competences developed by the European Commission. It works on solutions 
to connect European jobseekers and employers.

Using the common language of ESCO, employers can assess CVs from 
different European countries regardless of where they come from.

ESCO describes 3000 occupations and 13000 skills and competences 
and displays different qualifications in 27 languages. It makes CVs and job 
vacancies more transparent.

 
ESCO is free and available for download in open format: 
https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/home
 
Here is a swatch of what our users have to say about it!



LINKEDIN

‘LinkedIn’s vision is to create economic opportunity for 
every member of the global workforce, and we believe 
that ESCO is a powerful tool that can help achieve this 
aim within the European Union.’



To explore the use of ESCO by private operators, the European Commission ran a pilot 
project with LinkedIn, the world’s largest professional network. The project mapped 
1,483 LinkedIn skills concepts to 1,522 ESCO concepts, allowing both parties to draw 
conclusions on the similarities and differences between the two skills lists.

LINKEDIN



EBU
‘ESCO provides us with a richness of information on 
occupational profiles that helps big organisations like us 
manage our human resources efficiently.’



The European Broadcasting Union (EBU) is the world’s largest public service media 
association with 119 member organisations in 56 countries across Europe. The EBU 
developed a skills management tool called the ‘future skills processor’ to support staff 
recruitment, management and training. For this, its human resource services used the 
ESCO skills to create detailed job vacancies and to develop upskilling and reskilling 
training sessions for employees.

EBU



MILCH & ZUCKER ‘ESCO improved our job matching processes significantly 
thanks to the enormous set of skills.’



Milch & Zucker provides talent acquisition and talent management solutions, specialising 
in employer branding strategies and human resources software. It also operates a job 
board called JobStairs, which uses ESCO terminology for job matching. Its AI-Match 
software matches candidates’ skills against job requirements posted on jobstairs.de. 
Users select competence groups first, and then individual skills from the ESCO catalogue. 
These are then matched against the job descriptions published on JobStairs in order to 
give candidates a list of suitable vacancies.

MILCH & ZUCKER



OPENSKIMR ‘ESCO helps jobseekers to get closer to their dream jobs.’



OpenSKIMR is an online platform project co-funded by the European Union. It aims 
to help people create and design personal career routes, and proposes alternative 
learning and career paths to help them achieve their dream job. The platform uses 
ESCO’s skills profiles and terminology as the backbone of the algorithms and know-how 
which enable it to combine personal skills, occupations and useful education to create  
individual careers.

OPENSKIMR



TEXTKERNEL ‘By combining ESCO with our semantic search, we are able to 
offer our job and candidate search in all EU languages.’



Textkernel is an Amsterdam-based leader in artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning 
and semantic technology fields. Their AI-powered solutions accelerate and improve the 
process of matching people and jobs via multilingual CV and vacancy parsing, semantic 
search, bi-directional matching, lead generation and labour market analytics. The first 
HR (Human Resources) technology provider to support ESCO in products, Textkernel uses 
ESCO as background knowledge and training data for ontology mining to enrich its own 
knowledge resources. This results in more effective parsing, searching and matching, and 
the ability to offer the technology in additional languages. 

TEXTKERNEL



DOCEBO
‘ESCO allowed us to create a strong learning management 
system that helps organisations train employees and close 
their skills and competency gaps.’



Docebo is an enterprise learning platform powered by artificial intelligence. Docebo helps 
large organisations change the way people learn. The learning platform allows companies 
to elevate their workforces while mapping employee skills and providing targeted and 
personalised learning opportunities. Docebo uses ESCO to assess employee skill levels 
and identify and close any skills gaps.

DOCEBO



EURES
‘ESCO allows employment services to provide accurate 
information on job vacancies and CVs in various languages 
across the European Union.’ 



EURES is the European Employment Services cooperation network. It provides information, 
advice and job matching services for both workers, employers and other citizens wanting 
to benefit from the principle of the free movement of people. EURES uses ESCO to 
describe occupations and skills in 26 European languages and facilitate cooperation and 
data exchange between public employment services.

EURES



EU SKILLS  
PROFILE TOOL FOR 
THIRD COUNTRY  
NATIONALS

‘ESCO helps to understand the skills of people from third 
countries coming to the EU, and thus facilitate their integration.’



National authorities and employment services across Europe use the EU Skills Profile 
Tool for Third Country Nationals to identify and map the skills and qualifications of third 
country nationals. ESCO has been integrated in different parts of the tool and its list of 
skills, competences and occupations are available in 27 languages, including Arabic. 

EU SKILLS  
PROFILE TOOL FOR 
THIRD COUNTRY  
NATIONALS



Public Employment 
Service of Iceland

‘ESCO will enable us to provide better services to our clients 
by facilitating and upgrading our job matching processes.’



Iceland is preparing for a revamp of its national online job platform to offer better 
services to jobseekers and employers. The new online service will be based on ESCO, 
which will replace the currently used ISCO-88 classification for job matching. With this 
initiative, Iceland is among the first countries to adopt the ESCO classification system on 
a national level.

Public Employment 
Service of Iceland



CEDEFOP ‘ESCO is an excellent tool for big data analysis of skills 
demands in the European labour market.’ 



The European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (Cedefop) used ESCO’s 
knowledge, skills and competences for its big data analysis of skills demands for the 
labour market. Since ESCO is multilingual, it allows big data analysts to better understand 
job posts in any of the EU official languages. This makes it easier to compare the results 
from across Europe.

CEDEFOP



TALQ
‘ESCO helped us in figuring out a possible path for 
reaching a European qualification system acknowledged 
by the labour market.’ 



Based on the principles of transparency, trust and freedom, the Transparency in Art Levels 
and Qualifications (TALQ) project researched the possibilities to develop a Europe-wide 
qualification within the existing legal framework, transparency tools and the education 
systems. Starting from the ESCO classification system, TALQ took into account a concrete 
case in order to identify possible paths as well as gaps and limitations in the system.  

TALQ
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Learn more about ESCO:
https://ec.europa.eu/esco
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1326&langId=en

#ESCO_EU

Join us on social media
Social Europe
@EU_social


